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Musical Communication
Is Piano Recital's Goal
By Alice Landrum
Tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in
the Recording Studio Bill Holloway, a member of the Harding
faculty, will attempt to communicate with the piano what
words cannot express.
Holloway feels that "music is
a form of communication in itself and it can be used sometimes where words fail."
In his recital he will play
"Theme and Variations" by
Mozart, "Sonata in F" by Beethoven, two preludes by Chopin,
"Prelude, Chorale and Fugue"
by Franck, "Goldfish" by Debussy, and "Barcarolle" by
Griffes.
"Ip. addition to playing," he
added, "I will talk about each
piece, telling about the composer, his life, and something
about the piece itself."
The native of North Little
Rock became interested in
music at the age of four and
began taking piano lessons. He
began composing while still
in high school. Holloway received his Bachelor of Music
Education degree from Henderson State College, his Master of
Music Education from North

Texas State University, and has
completed residence requirement toward his Ph.D. in music
theory at North Texas. He
teaches music theory and piano
at Harding.
"The thing I enjoy most about
teaching is working with young
people. My goals as a teacher
are to inspi,·e students to reach
to the peak of their abilities in
music and to help them increase
their enjoyment of music."
For Holloway the most enjoyable thing about music is playing
and composing. He has composed six chorale pieces, five
band pieces and two solo instrument pieces. The inspiration
for his compositions is never
the same thing anytime. "It
could be a piece of music, some
situation, or a specific request."
"The time it takes to compose varies. I dashed one piece
off in thirty minutes. Another
took a year."
Most of his extra time is devoted to completing his dissertation. "I am translating a book
written in 1528 in German entitled German Musical Instruments by Martin Argicola. I
hope to complete my dissertation by August."
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Brewer Releases Figures
On Status of SA's Proiect
By Ardith Reynolds
Rod Brewer, Student Association president, explained this
week the financial situation of
the SA's OUT project as being
"in the clear." According to
Brewer, $9700 was the cost of
the total number of cases of
OUT that were ordered. Of this
amount, $5500 has already been
paid to the supplier, leaving
$4200 more to be paid.
All unopened cases of the product may be returned to the
distributor at no cost. Enough of
these cases remain to cover the
balance of the cost and these
will be shipped within the next
week. All remaining cans, which
were parts of broken cases, will
be sold by the SA for complete
profit at the cost of $2.95 per
can.
Brewer also revealed some of
the SA's ideas for selling these
remaining cans during t h e
spring semester. A "One-Can-AStudent" drive is being planned
in which every Harding student
would be responsible for selling
one can of OUT during one of his

trips home or during the spring
break.
Door-to-door Campaign
The Executive Council also
mentioned the possibility of bussing interested students to the
smaller towns and communities
around Searcy to sell the fire
extinguisher from door-to-door.
Brewer feels that this type of
group effort would generate a
great deal of enthusiasm for the
drive.
When the product arrived,
cases were distributed to the
various social clubs for members to sell during the Christmas
holidays. As added incentive to
the club competition, the SA offered a $50 award to both the
men's and women's clubs selling
the greatest number of cans of
OUT.
Calculations are being made
on the basis of percentage of
club members and the cans sold
and an announcement of the winners will be made within the
coming week.
Although only about half of
the original goal will be met

for the OUT sales, the Student
Association has already made
strides toward meeting the
$25,000 pledge. When this school
year is over, the 1969-70 SA and
student body will have contributed $10,000 according to the
SA president.
Continuing Drive
Brewer hopes that future SA
presidents will wish to continue
this drive and that the entire
amount of the pledge will be
met within a five year period.
He said that each new SA chief
will, undoubtedly, have his own
ideas and plans for reaching the
goal as well as having the profits from student directories and
calendars, coffee houses and the
SA movies to add to the fund.
Brewer summed up the goal
for the $25,000 as "a pledge of
faith ... It is a pledge that will
show to the alumni, the faculty,
the board of directors and to
future students that at one time
there was a student body interested in Harding and its
future."

Emory Team Secures Early Lead
In Industrial Management Games

Bill Holloway, Harding's own virtuoso of tbe piano, prepares
for tomorrow night's recital.

Chorate Will Tour Three State Area;
Forty Are Selected for Five Day Trip
Forty members of the 12Gvoice Chorale and their director,
Clifton Ganus III, will leave
Wednesday for a five-day tour
in Arkansas, Oklahoma and Missouri.
Their first program will be
for the Downtown Church of
Christ in Morrilton. On Thursday night they will sing for the

Panasonic Viewer
Will Aid Teachers
By Jesse Robbins
A confrontation with real live
pupils is the goal of the latest
· addition to the Department of
Teacher Education. The addition
is Panasonic Video-tape equipment. The set includes videorecorder, cameras, mixer, and
monitor and will be installed in
the American Studies Auditorium during the coming week.
Micro-teaching a n d miniteaching involves a small group
of four or five elementary or
junior high pupils with a prospective teacher. The teacher
has five minutes or a prescribed time limit to teach a
single concept or idea to the
pupils.
The session is taped and then
played back so the student can
see both his own teaching style
and the reaction of the pupils on
a split screen.

Mayfair congregation at Oklahoma City.
friday morning the group will
perform for students at Oklahoma Christian College. That
night their hosts will be members of the Hartford Avenue
congregation in Ponca City,
Okla.
On Saturday the singers will
travel to Springfield, Mo., where
they will sing for the East
Grand Church of Christ_
After a program at West
Plains, Mo., on Sunday, they
will return to the campus.
The first half of the tour program is composed of choral
works including spirituals, earlyAmerican hymn tune arrangements, Randall Thompson's .. :\1lelujah" and Bach's "Blessing,
Glory and Wisdom."
The story of the life of Christ
presented in scripture and song
completes the program. The
Madrigal group will provide any
secular numbers.
The Chorale, which has had a
40 percent turnover this semester, is preparing for several performances in addition to the
tour. Those in the near future
are a chapel program on Feb.
19 and participation in the third
annual All-College Sing-Out at
Philander Smith on Feb. 26.
A recording of last year's program has recently been completed and will be taken on the
tour.

By Cynthia Patchell
Harding's entry in the Emory
Intercollegiate Business Games
has jumped off to an early lead
after two rounds of competition.
The team leads the games in
the areas of total profits and
stock prices.
The team is defending the
championship it won last year.
Harding is one of four schools
to be entered in both the American Marketing Association National Intercollegiate Marketing
Competition hosted by Michigan
State University and the Emory
games.
Forty Entries
Forty schools are invited to
participate in the Emory competiti<m including teams from
Notre Dame, Vanderbilt University and the University of Mississippi.
Faculty advisor of the group
David Burks commented on the

team's early standing, "In the
three years that I have directed
the team, this is the best position yet for this stage of the
competition."
The six team members include Lynn Dixon, Don Hicks,
Dennie Reeve, Mark Milhollen,
Rick Harris and Mike Cole.
Twelve rounds and a final
presentation at Emory University in Atlanta are to be completed in selecting the winner
of the games. Involved in the
games are two decisions per
week which the team sends and
receives via TWX network to a
computer center at Emory. Results of the decisions are received the day after they are
sent.
Five Industries
The entrants are divided into
five industries. The eight schools
in each act as companies in
direct competition with each

Lynn Dixon studies bis company's assets in preparing to make
a third round decision in tbe Emory business games.

other. For every three month
period a decision is made on
product price, amount of advertising, extent of research and
development, and number of
salesmen. On March 6 the winners of all industries will be
selected after making presentations before a board of judges.
Only the winner of each industry will be eligible to present
its strategy before a final panel
of judges. The competition is
judged fifty percent upon quantitative results of the games.
Forty per cent is based on the
presentation of strategy and
reasons for decisions made. A
published annual report of the
second hypothetical year of the
company is the basis for the remaining ten per cent.

Dates Scheduled
For Speech Event
The annual Intramural Speech
Arts Tournament will be held
this year on Feb. 27 and 28 according to tournament director
Robert Eubanks.
Designed to promote interest
in speech arts, the tournament
will allow clubs to develop truly
all-around clubs through competition in the fine arts area.
A workshop was held Monday
night in the Little Theatre to
acquaint students with tournament regulations and for the
speech faculty to provide help
to any students who needed suggestions in composing their
entries.
Division open for entries include debate, reader's theatre,
interpretation of prose, interpretation of poetry, interpretation of drama, Bible reading,
p a n t o m i n e, extemporaneous speech, original speech, entertainment speech, r a d i o
speech, short sermon and Bible
story telling.
Any undergraduate, full-time
student is eligible to enter, and
students not belonging to a
social club may enter under the
title of Independents.
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From The Editor's Desk:

A Challenge Confronting the SA ~xecutive Council

hot

warm

We have n ot spent too much time thus far in reviewing the workings ef the Student Association, but now might
well be the time to examine and comment upon their
activity.
Most noticeable among the SA's proJects has been the
$25,000 p ledge to the new student center and t h e subsequent sale of the fire extinguisher OUT. The idea to
solicit student aid in such a selling venture m u st rank as
the most well planned project to come out of the Executive
Council meetings. It is sad to say, but even the best laid
p lans sometimes don't pan out as the planners had expected.
In so Jar a.s we have been able to gather from mem-

hers of the executive body the balance of funds from the
sale is only slightly mclined toward the plu s column. The
challenge has .now been set before the council in. tertll,S they
dare n ot fail to meet. Those w ho sold the fire extingUishers
are watching to see which route the SA will take.
Now is the time for optimistjc, enthusiastic leadership.
Now is the time for putting the nose to the grind stone and
turning the thus far less than sp ectacu lar results into those
that were predicted i.n December.
Don't expect t h e student body to .follow sluggish leaders. We are ready. Are You~
-D.C.

. - - - - - - A Woman's View--,-- - - --.

Facul~y Views Campus Problems

Banquet ·rime

Causes Problems
By Donna Holmquist
Well, it's that time of year
again! The time when we start
being just a little more particular about the way we look for
breakfast or when we start being especially r.;ce to that good~
lookin' guy who sits next to us in
chapel or when we start asking
around to see who just might
be free three weeks from Saturday night.
Yes, it's time again for those
dear ole club banquets. Several
of the clubs had theirs around
Christma-s or before semester
break, of course, but only recently has the epidemic of formal affairs really begun to sweep
the campus.
With so many club banquets
in either the planning or "inviting" stage, the number one
item on the list of Timely Topics
for Conversation seems to run
something like this : "Have :vou
asked anybody yet?" or "Do
y'all already have someone to
double with?" or "Oh woe, he
can't go"'
As any banquet-goer c a n
testify, not only do banquets
bring beautiful corsages, enchanted evenin~s and t h e
chance to wear that new formal,
they also bring headaches!
For tovs, of course getting a
date is nothing unusual. But for
a girl, deciding who to ask, how
to ask him and what to say can
bring on Excedrin Headache No.
139.
Problems come up:
Can I ask - - even though
he's never asked me out?
Should I ask - - just because he asked me to his?
Should I tell him to wait
after class and ask him then?
Is it OK to call him to ask
him.?
What if he doesn't want to
go?
What do I say about going
someplace afterward?
And so on goes the list of
really trivial and beside-the-

e

point questions that can turn a
dreamy banquet into a nightmare .
What is the general male opinion of this annual turned-around
dating?
Most of the men interviewed
felt that having club banquets
is a good idea.
One point they emphasized,
though, was that the banquets
should not require formal dress
for the men. "A dark suit should
be sufficient and e v e r y o n e
should be dressed pretty much
the same," commented one of
a group of men, and the others
quickly agreed.
Who To Ask
Is a girl being too forward to
ask someone to her banquet who
has never asked her out?
"No" was the almost unanimous answer. Most of the men
agreed with Randy Smith's view
that "it really doesn't make any
difference."
Larry Voyles po.inted out the
advantages of the girl's at least
knowing the boy well en ou~h to
talk to him, but he concluded
his comments with "I wouldn't
mind if she didn't though."
Voyles' main complaint was
that the girls often don't ask
someone they really want to
date.
How to Ask
Then there's the problem of
how to ask him .
Every one of the men interviewed much preferred a personal invitation to a telephone
call.
"It can really be bad if you
don't know the girl," laughed
Jerry Myhan . " You have to get
down vour annual!"
"It's to a girl's advantage' to
ask him in person," added Bob
Steiger. "It's easy to put a girl
off on the phone."
So now a few comments from
the fellas have solved all the
problems and everyone is free
to concentrate on looks.
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world. But what do the ne.xt ten years hold for
this college? j\re there lessons to be learned from
the preceedirig decades that will insure success in
this one? What roles will students, adlilinistratofS
and faculty members assume, and how wUI these
roles affect the school, its people and its purposes? What past problems can provide answers
to futu.r e quejitions?
To seek answers to these questions the Bison
talked with former students, now faculty members, who playec,i the roles of student leaders
while enrotled at Harding.
A:meng tho!le interviewed were Betty Thornton
Ulrey, English instructor for three years and
Bison editor in 1950-1951; Dr. Joe Pryor, Blsi)n
editor in 1934-1935 and 1935-1936, Petit Jean editor
in 1936·1937, and Dean of the college since 1960,
having taught here for twenty-siX years; Dr.
Winfred Wrigh:t, Student AS$ociation president in
1955-1956 and instructor ln French and Bible for
fou r years ; David Burks, SA president in 19641965 and a meml:>er ot the business fac-Ulty in his
third year; and Dennis Or:gan, English and
jO!lrnalism instructor and Bison editor in 19641965 and 1965-1966, also in his third year of teachin~ duties.
Questioned ab_Out ~heir opinions on student
problems, the faculty members responded in varIous ways. Dr . .Pryor said that financing was

not enough confidence in the student's ability to
discriminate."
Dr . .Pryor believes that the basic responsibility
lies in the home : ' 1Today students are products
of an affluent society in wh ich change has become
the password. There is too much of an idea of do
what you want to do, because it's nobody else's
business. Either directly or indirectly this must
account for some student unrest. Change has been
emphasized. In many instances, the American
home is simply breaking down."
.. ,
Conceming the student press, opinion 'I;YBS
divided . "The ideal situation is probably a free
press," remarked Mrs. Ulrey, "but l'~:t~ not sure
th-at we would alwa:vs have editors who could
handle the responsibility." Dennis Organ expressed a desire to have a student press but went
on to say that "as long as the paper is not confined to campus it is probably unwise to air
things that people who are not on campus might
misunderstand."
Opinion was rnixt.>d concerning whether the
Bison should be free to do as it chooses. It was
also approximately equally divided on the ques·
tion of whether or n~ the paper is now free to
express student opinion. Those questioned, bowever, tended to favor eontinuance of the ru1es
wh1cb. do not allc>w other publications on campus.
Asked how the role of the Student As$ociation
bas changed since he was president Winfred
Wright replied : "The SA didn't play the role it
does now. There was not as much partioipati.on
in ad~inistratjve functions. We were n0t yet

probably the major student problem during the
depression years. Others mentioned the difficUlty
of' Uvlng a truly Christian life, isolation from the
world which results in difficulty in coping with its
problems and temptations, the- idea of feeling a
n.umber and not an identity, and in the 60's the
draft.
In response to questions concerning student
unrest and dissatisfaction Mrs. Ulrey responded:
''There will always be some dissatisfaction in a
demo·c ratio society, and 1 think this is good. The
means of attempting changes, though, should be
in harmony with the ideals of the society. Young
people see faultS that adults haw learned. to live
with or ignored, and it's good to have these faults
pointed out. Young people must realize, ·however,
that it takes time and patience in dealing with
these things."
David Burks said, "My feeling is that students
are very much trying to form for themselves an
identitY and answer some of the old pJ;Oblerns in
a quick way. They see things in a ide.a listic way
wblch is good. In theory I see nothing wrong with
their attempts, except when they try to force
chance . . . Youth today is more enthuiast:ie than
ever in the past, and that's why I believe that
America has a bright future. Student involvementis good ; force is totaUy wrong."
Wmfred Wright said that the right to question
authority is basic': He continued , "We must be
able to ask if what is given us is truth a.nd not
take it merely because the person who gives it to
us believes it to be ttue. The ptoblem comes
when we eliminate values and have nothiflg to
replace them with. Th.is is part of the problem
behind student unrest. The older generation b~
to accept some of:· the blame, because we have
Jailed to COfl'4IIunicate what is distinctly Christian,
maybe because we have failed to question our own
beliefs."
Expressing the belief that the causes of student unrest are generally rooted within our
culture, Dennis Organ said, "Sometimes there's

permitted to be a part of the national organrzation. There was no cabinet, as such. We could
make recommendatiens in those days, but that's
about it. The administration was always willing
to listen, but I get the feeling that there's a l9t
more influence exerted by the SA today. We just
weren't as daring then. It's a lot freer to discuss
rule changes, etc. now."
Quite a few changes had been made by the
time David Burks became SA president. "There
were students on most of the faculty committees,
and quite a bit of time was spent with the ad·
ministrators in discussion of student affairs. We
were not allowed to participate in the Christian
College Conference, but the SA pushed for jt
and it came the next year. The atmosphere today
is probably more conducive to recommendation~ ,
however."
Asked what the 70's might bring in light of
what took place in the 60's Dr. Pryor said: "Maybe this is wishful thinking, but I think we- have
probably passed the peak of violent demonstrations. One reason is that people are beginning to
realize that, carried much farther, this will become rank anarchy. I think the demonstrations did
impress upon people the extent of the problem
and the urgency of the situation. Universities are
now taking steps to correct both causes and
precipitating factors."
He offered this advice for student leaders of
the 70's:
"First, we need to know the spirit of Christ
by a personal study of the New Testament. We
need to realize that administrators and teachers
(there might be ex;ceptions, but I tllink at Harding
this is generally true) are genuinely interested
in students and their achieving the .highest goals
possible."
"Also, a leader must realize that sometimes he
has to walk alone. One thing that's always good
is 'Make haste slowly.' Think things through
carefully, analyze the issues and try not to grind
somebody else's ax."

By .Jerry Flowers
The 1960's belong to the graveyard of th:e past
now. A new decade has dawned, and Hat:ding has
stepped into that decade with the rest of the
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Textbook Knowledge Applied 1n Speech Service
By Kaylen Hall
Often students are impatient
to put into practice the accumulation of their textbook knowledge and perform something of
real, service to others.
Several Harding students are
doing precisely that at the
Speech Clinic held each semester for victims of impaired
speech. Charles Kiser, Dick
Walker, Pat Kimbro, Mary Lee
Brock and Dennis Noble are
five students planning careers in
speech pathology who will work
with these patients.
::'Ille: clinic serves a two-fold
JTUT p o s e, emphasized Dr.
Richard Walker, director of the
clinic and one of two professors
in the state of Arkansas holding
a degree in speech pathology.
One is the service it provides the
community and the other is the
training ground it offers to students in the field of speech
patl1ology and audiology.
Patients from Searcy and
nearby communities are referred to the clinic by doctors,
,(iiendS; state agencies and the
American Speech and Hearing
Association in Little Rock. The
clinic seeks a wide variety of
cases in order to broaden the ex-

perience of the student therapists.
People come to the clinic with
speech difficulties ranging from
"baby talk," tongue-twisting,
and stuttering to the loss of
neuro-muscular speech mechanisms as a result of cerebral
palsy or a stroke.
As a result of a hearing deficiency, some may speak in a

distorted fashion such as substituting the "w" sound for the
"r" sound or leaving out the
sounds altogether. Here the
study of audiology and ear training comes into practice. In
cases of cerebral accidents
where part of the brain has
been destroyed, speech must be
relearned and the patient reestablished socially.

"Many of the patients who
come to the clinic have never
learned to speak correctly;'
stressed Dr. Walker. The problem is almost invariably a matter of nerves and muscles.
Twice· a week patients come to
the clinic located on the third
floor of the administration building for testing and treatment.
To help facilitate testing, an
audio-metric room, designed to
cut out all extraneous noise, will
soon be added. Exercises to develop muscle control and compensation are taught and evaluation of progress is made by the
students and supervisors.
One of the students working
with the patients, most of whom
are children, is Mary Lee Brock,
who adtnits that she once had
doubts about becoming a speech
pathologist and wanted a taste
of the experience firsthand.
Near despair comes, she says,
when progress is slow, but wheii
even a tiny breakthrough is
made and recovery begins, and
"the little boys tease you because they like you and the
girls sit on your lap and tell you
they love you, this is enough in
itself. It is a very fulfilling,

...----·

Forensics Squad
Finishes in Third
Harding's debate squad returned from the Abilene Christian Colle.e;e tournament this
weekend having captured third
place in overall sweepstakes.
In the competition in individual events, Patti Edwards,
George Edwards, and Reagan
Wilson all advanced to the
finals. Patti Edwards placed
fourth in Senior Oratory. Reagan
was awarded third place in
Junior Oratory. George Edwards
placed first in senior impromptu
speaking.
Harding's squad amassed a
better than 50% win-loss record.
They were entered in competition against sixteen colleges and
universities from N e b r a s k a,
Oklahoma, and Texas.
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worthwhile career," she concluded. She has decided to continue with it.
Dr. Walker agrees that the
"human element" plays a sigmficant role in the treatment and
.recovery of these patients.
Friendly interest is recognized
and brings good responses.
There is the tremendous satisfaction that comes from doing
something that the doctors said
couldn't be done.
An interesting example is the
case in which a mule kicked a
boy, crushing his skull. Surgeons evacuated skull fragments
from his brain and a loss of
speech followed the operation.
Treatment at the clinic has completely rehabilitated him with
other children.
The many job openings available in the field of speech pathology is attested to by Pat Kimbro who plans to work for the
St. Louis school district where
there are 14 such openings. Harding is one of two schools in
Arkansas which offers a degree
in speech pathology. To enter
this field, the student majors in
speech with an emphasis placed
on pathology

--------..-·
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Complete Watch Repair

LESLIE JEWELERS
Susan Holt poiDts out a picture and Hstens as little Lisa Paden
pronounces what she sees. Such is typical of the Speech CliDic
therapy.

(Formerly Garrison's)
319 N. SPRUCE

The Bible
... in the :Beginni~g
With Michael Parks, Richard Harris. John Huston,
Franco Nero, George C. Scott, Ava Gardner, and
Peter O'Toole

FAMILY
SHOE
STORE
Rand and Randcraft
Shoes for Men
Vitality
Miss Wonderful
Poll Parrot
Shoes
For Children
200 N. Spring

Ticket Booth opens at I :00 Saturd~y
Admission SOc with ID

SHOW TIME
7:00P.M.
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Quick Sketch of Actor

Art Chairman

Silhouettes Stage Talent Will l~struct
By Alicia Sierra

Chuq Parker, a many talented actor, displays that typical
Cyrano smile.

Stotts Drug Store

•t~lAlf

PRESCRIPTIONS
COSMETICS '

ft_

Revlon
Max Factor

~ 41 .~

1n

Marcelle
Dorothy Perkins
Tabu and Ambush

103 W. Arch

268-2536

If someone were to be asked
to make a quick sketch of Chuq
Parker, "Cyrano" to us lately,
what would be the resulting product?
For anyone who knows the
young man, a charcoal outlining
of the physical features , although revealing, could never
be adequate-one must hear the
voice and look at the life.
It is unlikely that anyone in
the Harding community has not
had a chance to watch Chuq in
action; he has had no fewer than
thirteen leading roles in dramatic productions over the past
three and a half years here.
The Would-Be Gentleman, Impromptu, Monkey's Paw, Brigadoon, The Prodigal, No Exit,
The Importance of Being Earnest, Swan Song, The Master
Builder, H.M.S. Pinafore, The
Wizard of Oz, The Taming of
the Shrew, and Cyrano de
Bergerac are the major plays
at Harding in which his dependable talents have been displayed.
''My favorite role, of course,
has been that of Cyrano. Why?
For the character of Cvrano,
the type of man he was, his nobility, his vitality. I learned a
lot about integrity in that role."
Add to this experience as
stage manager, make-up man,
director, etc., and our sketch
b e c o m e s even more wellrounded.
A senior speech major and art
minor from Broken Arrow,
Okla., Chuq was selected this

"Arkansas' Most

year to be inclucted in Who's
Who . He has been a member of
the Chi Sigma Alpha social club,
and he has served as president
of both Campus Players and
Alpha Psi Omega.
The honors and abilities this
young man possesses are known
-but now what about the
thoughts, the motives, behind
them? And what goals lid
ahead?
"Yes, I would like to be in
professional theatre, primarily
as an actor, to bring Christ
into a sphere of activity that
has a lot of truth but often suffers from much philosophical
despair."
Chuq definitely feels the need
for Christians in theatre just
as they are needed in any other
trade or profession.
"This is true because Christ
must be presented to all men. I
feel that theatre is a valid instructional vehicle that in so
many cases serves as a mirror,
showing man his absurdity, his
foolishness, his honor and nobility, his God-likeness and, I believe, ultimately showing his
need for salvation; therefore we
very definitely need Christians
in theatre."

"You've Got A Lot To Live" is
the theme of a March 13 and 14
Youth Forum being planned by
the Harding College Student Association.
The gathering, designed for

Radio and TV Service"

Radio & ·Television
Servicenter
FURNITURE
APPLIANCES

1201 EAST RACE

The chairman of Harding's art
department, Mrs. E I i z a b e t h
Mason, will take a leave of
absence this spring to participate in Pepperdine College's
Year in Europe Program.
She will leave in April for the
Pepperdine campus in Heidleberg, Germany, to teach during
the spring trimester before returning to Harding in August.
The Pepperdine Y e a r in
Europe, an extension program
of the college in Los Angeles, allows a student to spend his
junior year studying and traveling in Europe. Academic classes
stressing European history and
culture meet four days a week.
One feature of the program is
the opportunity to travel in
Europe. Two field trips during
the trimester are planned for
the students. Most classes do not
meet on Friday leaving a threeday weekend for travel.
"I'll be running around at the
drop of a hat," Mrs. Mason
comments laughing. "I'll be off
and gone every weekend." Her
plans include a trip to Greece
and a Mediterranean island
cruise.

SA Schedules March Youth Forum

Dependa~le

•

In Heidelberg

268-2893

high school and junior high
school students, will center
around the peace and practicality of the Christian life.
Phil Johnson, SA Religious
Director, disclosed that the
group will hear several "keynote" speakers, including a student speaker. Following the
speeches, small d i s c u s s i o n
groups, with college studertts as
leaders, will investigate in
greater depth the subject of
Christian life.
These groups will be divided
according to the areas of the
state in which the students live.
Thus, along with exchanging
ideas, the youths will be able to
meet others from their own
general area and to possibly
work together in the future.

COL. SANDER'S

Kentucky Fried Chicken
North America's Hospitality Dish

Also featuring KENTUCKY BEEF 'n -HAM

THOUSANDS OF FAMILIES HAVE LEARNED that saving for a downpayment isn't such an uphill road
when you do it the pas8book way!'
Regular saving quickly adds up to a big sum.
We'll help, too, by adding generous returns to
speed along the day when you're ready to own!

FREE DELIVERY TO COLLEGE
with Minimum $5 Order
SAYINGS • LOAN

~~cy

OPEN 10:30 A.M. TIL
2504 East Race

268-3607

Sunny Skies and Long Lines Greet Spring Enrollees
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Parker's Portrayal Rated Outstanding
The Cyrano de Bergerac
troupe returned from the Region
V College Theatre Festival with
one of the Festival's ten outstanding performers, C h u q
Parker, who played the leading
role in the production.
In the dramatic contest at
Fort Worth, Tex., seven southem colleges competed for a
nomination to the National
Festival to be held in Washington, D. C.
Although Harding's production
didn't bring the regional crown
back to Searcy, Gerald Freedman, director of Hair who
critiqued the seven plays, applauded the real communication
between the Cyrano players.
In his oral critique, Freedman
pronounced the set ingenious,
praised the actors' organic use
of body, and lauded the intelligent, loud, spontaneous response that Cyrano evoked from
the audience.
Later in an informal conversation with several of the cast,
Freedman stated that Harding

College's production had made
the week worthwhile.
The Region V winner was
Killing of Sister George pre·
sented by students of the University of Texas at El Paso.
The play rated second was A
Raisin in the Sun produced by
Grambling College of Grambling, La.

American Studies Group
Will Hear Texas Surgeon
Dr. R. Maurice Hood, well
known for his study of the affects on the human body, is
scheduled to speak to the American Studies meeting on Feb. 12
and in chapel Feb. 13.
The renowned heart and lung
surgeon from Austin, Tex., has
studied the affects of LSD, marijuana, and tobacco on the vital
organs of the body.
In his speech Thursday night
Dr. Hood will discuss the topic
of narcotics and tobacco anp..
their relationship to cardiovascular diseases.

Pa~the'L
FLORAL SHOP

e~

917 East Race Ave.

268-2371
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The traditional waiting in line,
writing, and handing in of cards
was once again a major part of
Harding student life last week
as approximately 1,684 students
registered for the spring semester.
The spring enrollment was a
drop from the 1,888 that enrolled
for the fall semester. Complete
enrollment figures won't be released until next week after

late registration has closed.
The weather seemed to agree
with the predicament of each
student as one tired student was
heard to sigh as he took place
in line, "Well, at least it is not
raining."
Above left, Latina Dykes
waits for the long line to begin
and her job of collecting tuition.
Above right, Roy Williams expresses a "hurry up and wait"

attitude. Below Bill Ivy and
friends enjoy a quick card game
while waiting to register.

HELEN'S CLEANERS
301 East Center

First Security Bank

"A Progressive Bank.
In A Progressive Community"
~-

Searcy, Ark.

268-5831

Who cares I Who's got the Coke? Coca-Cola has the
refreshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things go
beHer with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

................ ·~.,Tile eo..<:olco eo.,..,~"
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF ARKANSAS, SEARCY, ARK.
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Former Student Becomes Author
After South American Excursion ·
ing to 11 or later each night,
seven days a week, with every
possible age group - male and
female from junior high
school to national teams preparing for the South American
championships.
The book on basketball fundamentals came about from a
curiosity on the part of the
visiting Texas coach and a need
for fundamentals in the early
stages of the basketball program. Rhodes found that any
textbooks were from 12 to 15
years old, and the principles being taught were badly outdated.
He said coaches in Ecuador
generally t&ught a zone defense
and the sandlot theory of "get
the ball and ,ut it up."
The book goes into the "one,
two three of jump shots, different zone defenses, and various offensive moves," Rhodes
pointed out.
Recalling his stay in Ecuador,
the NTSU student said at one
game the young lady to represent Ecuador in the Miss World
contest was flown onto the court
by helicopter and caused quite
an eruption of the game. Incidentally, Rhodes pointed out,
the great majority of the games
are outdoors, causing havoc with
a schedule during the rainy season.
But Ecuadorians take their
basketball almost as seriously as
others in South America take
their soccer, he added.

By Harvey Johnston
North TeXBS State University
A magazine ad seeking help
for a summer basketball program in Ecuador sounds like a
nice summer vacation, not a
route to writing a book on
basketball fundamentals f o r
translation into Spanish.
However, it happened to Jack
Rhodes, a 30-year old North
Texts State University doctoral
student from Searcy.
Rhodes answered thP. ~<~ in
the January 1969 issue of "Texas
Coach" and "immediately forgot
about the application."
"Boy, was I surprised when
I was one of two chosen from
over 1,600 applicants," he recalls.
Once in Ecuador, Rhodes immediately was thrown into the
middle of the basketball program aimed at building toward
the 1969 Pan-AmeriGan Games
and the 1972 Olympics.
He had his chance of finding
out quickly if basketball was
the all consuming interest of his
life, noted the NTSU graduate
student, who is helping with
the NTSU freshman team while
finishing his work toward a
doctor's degree in college teaching.
Rhodes received his bachelor's
degree at Harding in 1961. He
participated in basketball and
track.
While in Ecuador Rhodes
worked from early in the mom-

"In one game, a team was
getting 'homered' pretty good,"
Rhodes said, referring to a suspected practice of the referee
favoring the home team.
"During this game one player
got his maximum of five fouls,
walked toward 'the referee with
his hand out, apparently willing
to shake and forgive," said
Rhodes.
"But the ousted player pulled
a turnabout on the referee and
walked from the court. The in-

suited referee called a technical
foul on the team; the team captain got mad; the referee got
madder; and the chase was on."
Rhodes said it took quite a
while to clear the court and restore order.
In discussing his accomplishments of the summer, Rhodes
joked, "Well, I picked up a good
tan and a working knowledge
of Spanish." But in serious reflection, he thinks he helped by
showing that his country was
interested in the program.

Jack Rhodes, coach turned author.

CITY AUTO SERVICE
Volkswagen Specialists
General Repair on
All Makes

Lightle, Dobbins & Lightle
lnsurors

•

FIBERGLASS DUNE BUGGY BODIES
AND ACCESSORIES

Realtors

411 West Arch

268-3563

By Lary Sanderson
Chi Sigs appears to be the
team to beat in Large Club "A"
basketball this season after
opening up with a big 49-41 victory over a tough TNT team.
Chi Sigs had a 28-16 lead at the
. half behind the backboard domination of John Buck and Ed
Eason, who finished with 7 and
11 points respectively.
TNT c.ame back ready for
action in the second half, led by
Jack Reesce with 12 points. R,ay
Kelly a nd Charlie Cpchran pitched in 10 apiece to keep TNT in
the running throughout the entire ga me. T{)mmy. Lewey was
high-point m an for Chi Sigs with
14, backed by Steve Vick's 12point game.
APK showed that they have
what It takes to give Gbi Sigs
a run for the money, coming
from behind with 18 seconds left
to edge Galaxy, 49-48 after leading 19~ 15 at halftime. The second half turned into a scoring
battle between Denny Dotson
Jerry Myhan as Dotson hit 16
of his 22 points, matching
Myhan's 14 of his total 15. Other
players reaching double figures
were APK's Phil Elliot with 16
and Galaxy's Joel Johnson with
12.
In the only other large club
game played Alpha Tau slipped
by Sub-T 48-46 led by Ronnie
Peacock with 16 points. Helping
Peacock were Greg Pauley with
12 points and Harry Stames with

11.

DON'T BE SCARED!
Please don 't be scared to come out and look at this beautiful
3 bedroom home in Cloverdale. It can't hurt you to look because you iust might miss out on the deal of your life if you
don't. In the first place you · won't find many houses over a
year old that is as well kept as this one is. The little lady of
this house went to a lot of trouble to keep it in tip-top shape.
There are six rooms with some of the prettiest decorating you'll
find anywhere; which includes handmade cabinets with bamboo fronts . The master bedroom was entorged from the original
plans to accommodate a king size bed a nd still hove plenty of
room for dressers and nig ht tab les. You potiential homeowners
would be making a BIG mistake if you let this one slip through
your fingers. You can't beat a price of $21,500.00 for this fine
home. Give Burney Lightle, Tom Quattlebaum or Terrill Huff a
call at 268-3563 for all your Real Estate needs.

Cagers Complete
Preliminary Round

268-5137 .
1514 E. Race

DWAYNE HOLLEMAN
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Welcome
to the

Village
Recreation Club
Clean entertainment
for both young and old
Pool, Snooker, Ping Pong
Shuffleboard, Pin Ball
Behind Burger Bam
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Sub-T, tied 23-23 at the half,
was led in defeat by Jerry
Moore with 16 points and
Charles Anderson with 12.
In small club "A" action
Chuck Coburn's 16 point preformance pushed Fraters past
Koinonia, 36-32. Barry Crain
had 13 to lead the Koinonia scoring.
Lambdas turned in a 44-19 rout
of AEX, led by Calvin Crim's
19 points. James Medlock had
10 to pace the losers.
Phi Gamma's cage fortunes
got off to a good start with a
58-42 victory over TAG. Steve
Fox and Bruce Graber tied with
16 apiece for TAG, whose remaining 10 points were scored
by Benny Roland. Frank Williams had 21 for Phi Gamma.
Jessee Bradford hit all of his
17 points in the second half to
top a Beta Phi scoring attack
which placed five players in
double figures. Alpha Omega
was the victim, falling 76-32.

I-lAVES
ROYAL

TYPEWRITER

We do
MONOGRAMMING
ALTERATIONS
SHOWER- PROOFING

and other Custom
Tailored Services

268-5862

WiveS of Players
Organize BBWC I
To Boost Cagers
By David Crouch
The BBWC sounds like the
abbreviation for a cross between the British Broadcasting
Corporation and the Business
and Professional Women's Club,
but in actuality it is Harding's
most select sorority.
The tiny band of five compose
what they term the Basketball
Boys Wives Council and herein
lies the bond that binds them
together. The world of dribbling,
fast breaks and hook shots has
become an integral part of the
lives of all five.
Tra McNeil, wife of reserve
center Dave McNeil, commented
about the unique sorority, "We
share the same interests and we
can find encouragemet in each
other when the chips are down."
Charlie Boaz's wife Linda ad.de.d, "We spend the night together when the team is on a
long road trip and we also discuss the team's attitude."
Speculation sometimes arises
about the compatibility of athletics and marriage, but all
members of the wifely quintet
quickly agreed that in their
case the two harmonize enjoyably.
"Marriage and basketball mix
just as any other activity in
which one partner is involved. It
becomes a part of both lives,"
responded Anita Price, wife of
guard Darrell Price.

The general consensus among
the wives was that mutual involvement added to their marriage. The sharing of the ups
and downs of a basketball season was no real strain on the
marital bonds.
Each wife plays a role in her
husband's mental preparation
through her continued support
and encouragement. Each has
her own way of making her
player feel as if he were Number One in scoring, rebounding,
and defense.
Nedra Russell goes just a little
beyond the usual encouragement. "I always try to remind
Danny never to be satisfied with
himself - there is always room
for improvement."
The wives sit together in the
stands and share equally with
their husbands the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat .
After a particularly disappointing defeat the wives of Harding cagers have a rather
touchy situation to go home to.
"If he wants to talk,, we talk;
if he doesn't, I'm quiet," confided Linda Boaz. "Above all, I
just listen to his comments,"
added Nedra Russell.
When their husbands are playing, feelings of nervousness, excitement and joy fill the emotions of the most ardent Bison
fans and win or lose each can
proudly proclaim, "That's MY

man."
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Intramural Talk

The top scorers through Jan.
31 were as follows:
Major League
Ed Eason
31.0
Larry Frank
22.5
James Gardner
.. 22.5
Ray Kelly .
' 22.0
Chris Parker
19.3
Frank Williams
19.3
Lynn Dixon
19.11
Harry Starnes
19.0
Joel Johnson
18.0
Jerry Myhan
18.0
Stan Huffaker
16.0
Ron Peacock ..
16.0
Tom Lewey
15.5
Charles R. Anderson .. , .
15.0
Daony Smelser
14.6
Minor League
Richard Curry
27.0
. , ........
Clifton Kerr
21.0
Steve Fox
19.0
Jim Berryhill
.... -..... .
17.0
David Hudson ............... .. 17.0
Harry Leasure .
17.0
Gene Weaver ..... .......
17.0
Jim Williams
16.0
Doug King .. , : . ...... ... ;.. ,.. 15.5
Joe McReynolds
15.5

Terry Fugatt
Larry Slocum
Tim Bruiner
Gary Hogan
Bob Martin

·

15.0
15.0
13.5
13.5
13.0

MAJOR LEAGUE SCORES
Southwest
BiglO
Raiders 41
Hoosiers 74
Longhorns 39
Faculty 38
Frogs 66
Bears 48

Hawkeyes 45
Wolverings 38

Owls 53
Porkers 46

Badgers 51
Wildcats 49

Mustangs 77
Aggies 63

Spartans 60
Gophers 43

MINOR LEAGUE SCORES
Pacific
Atlantic
Webfeet 62
Middies 47
Bruins 48
Terps 42
Huskies 53
Lions 38

Gators 78
Bulldogs 36

Trojans 72
Falcons 31

Bobcats 48
Mules 44

Faculty 71
Cougers 31

Academy 45
Panthers 39

STANDINGS
Major League
Southwest
Big 10
2-0 Frogs
2-0
Hoosiers
Badgers
2-1 Mustangs 2-0
Hawks
2-1 Longhorns 1-1
Spartans
2-1 Aggies
1-1
Wildcats
1-1 Owls
1-1
Wolverines 1-1 Raiders
1-1
Buckeyes 0-2 Bears
0-2
Gophers
0-3 Porkers
0-2
Minor League
Atlantic
Pacific
2-0 Trojans
Gators
2·0 Cougars
Bobcats
Panthers
1-0 Webfeet
1-0 Lions
Middies
0-2 Huskies
Mules
0-2 Bruins
Terps
0-2 Falcons
Bulldogs
Academy* 1-1 Faculty*
*Games do not count in
standings

2-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2
2-0

office jobs

more interesting

notherS.
In the old days if a man wanted to be an executive
and craved adventure too, he could skipper a
clipper ship.
Today . . . the clippers are gone .. ,
but the supersonics are here. And
swashbuckling "executives still get
their chance.
That's maybe a million bucks
worth of plane. And when
.. h
'b '
you fl Y 1t t e respons1 IIity's all yours.
t
II
If you 'd J'k
I e o mu
th~t over every
t1me you bank

~
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or roll at 1 ,400+ mph , try for Officer Training
School after you graduate from college. Also, remember the nice idea of yourself, an Air Force pilot,
captai~ of all you command, getting to visit foreign
ports l1ke the cl1pper capta1n of yore .
An Air Force officer's life is a great life!
Why just be skipper of a desk?
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Bo x A , Dept SC N 72
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 781 48
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Deana Olsen, wife of Bison center Larry, and Linda Boaz view
their husbands' play. One is happy; the other concerned.

AUTOMOBILE AND
PROPERTY INSURANCE
AT A SAVING
FACULTY AND STUDENTS
COME BY AND VISIT US
QUOTATIONS GIVEN
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268-5838
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FROM THE BENCH

Ouachita's League Leading Tigers
Drub Bison's Cage Quintet, 80-66
By Lary Sanderson
Last Tuesday night a home
crowd watched the Harding
Bisons b o w to top-ranked
Ouachita Baptist University by
the score of 80-66. The game was
decided in the first half as Har
ding was unable to rebound
against the taller Ouachita team,
frequently being allowed only
one shot at the basket and
trailed at halftime 44-32.
Second half play was on an
even basis but the Bisons were
unable to overcome the 12-point
deficit in spite of a hustling defense which forced 13 turnovers.

Danny Russell led the Bisons
in scoring with 13 points, followed by Bill Chism and Dana Zartman with 11 each. Larry Rodenbeck had a good second half,
adding 10 points to the attack.
The Bisons .iourneyed to Arkadelphia last week and came
back with a 92-64 loss at the
hands of division-leading Henderson State. The visiting team
was cold at the start of the
secod half and allowed Henderson to rack up thirteen points
in between Bison scores to turn
an otherwise close game into a
runaway for the Reddies.
Harding trailed 48-36 at the

half and could not overcome
Henderson's combination of
height plus a balanced scoring
attack which placed five men in
double figures.
Russell had 20 points for Harding, backed up by Zartman
with 11. Chism and Joe Mathias
each had 9 points.
Earlier in the week the Bisons
dropped a close game to Hendrix on our court by the score
of 76-74. In a road game Arkansas Tech defeated the Bisons,
111-94. The final two home
games of the season will be
played on Feb. 13 and 19.

-

Bison cagers head for the basket against Hendrix defenders. Bill Chism wins a foot race and Joe
Mathias bulls his way toward two points.

By Lary Sanderson
Judging from the attendance
at games, many Harding students may be unfamiliar with a
group of athletes on our campus known as the Junior Varsity.
These seven boys comprise a
team which plays a regular
schedule against other schools
in the area and which serves to
provide experience for players
who will be moving up to the
varsity in the coming years.
This year's edition of the JV
to date has completed seven
games of a nine-game schedule,
winning over Arkansas Baptist
and losing the other six games.
They threatened in every game
except two until the final
minutes, one of which was what
coach Ned Boaz deemed the
best game his team played this
season, against a tough Carder
Buick team which outclassed us
in height.
During the season the JV has
performed well in some aspects
of the game but has lacked the
overall completeness of a winning team . The offense has
looked good, especially on the
fast break, but the defense has
been a major problem.
As a team the lack of speed
and quickness has probably hurt
our performance more than anything else. Boaz praised his
team's attitude, stating that his
team was "a good group to
coach" and that they "work
real hard and have a lot of
hustle."
Larry Rodenbeck is the teams
best offensive player, averaging over twenty points per
game. His season high came in
a close loss to Henderson when
he bucketed thirty-eight points.
Randy Ralston, Ken Laird, and
Dave McNeil are all good rebounders whose backboard work
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SHOP
Featuring Roffler Sculpture Kut
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OPEN 7:30A.M.- 5:00P.M. TUESDAY-SATURDAY
Northside of Court Square
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Parrislt Jewelru
love Bright Diamond Rings
~~l
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Fine China, Crystal, and Silver

Ar. College 57, Hendrix 56
Ark. Tech 78, SCA 69
Henderson 66, Southern State

112 N. Spring

268-2744
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Check Our Prices
Workmanship and Quality
One Day Shirt Service
-Nick Rand

We Appreciate Your Business

50

Ouachita 80, Harding 66

Laundry & Dry Cleaners
~f\D '"' """•U» •

Former Harding distance runner Jim Crawford and --Bisoq
shotputter Jim Duncan ., com•
peted in the NAIA National Indoor Track Meet at Kansas City
and each placed in his speciality.
Crawford, the AIC's distance
champion for four years, recorded his best time of the year
to finish fourth in the Traders'
Open Mile in 4:04.1.
Crawford might have finished
higher in the standings had he
not been jostled and knocked off
stride as the tightly packed runners rounded the three-quarter
mark of the final lap. The
former Bison ace recovered and
finished only six tenths of a
second behind third p 1 a c e
finisher John Lawson.
John Mason, running for the
Pacific Coast Club, successfully
defended his title with a 4:03 .3
clocking. Ian Stewart of England was a stride behind in
4:03.4. Fifth place went to
former St. Cloud State standout Van Nelson, who finished
well off the pace at 4:19.3.
Duncan's 52-10~ foot toss was
his best of the indoor season
and was good enough for fifth
place. AI Freubach of Emporia
State (Ka.) shattered the NAIA
record with a 62-8 foot throw
and was named the outstanding
performer of the meet.

Tuesday Night's AIC
Basketball Scores

Rand's Poly Clean
WHAT Wt.

Crawford, Duncan
Compete in NAIA

The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

~
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has helped considerably this
season. Jeff Spencer stands out
on defense as being a hustler
and a good rebounder for his
size.
Max Carpenter is the fastest
man on the team, and his quickness and scoring ability have
come in handy lately. Rounding
out the team is John Moss, a
former Freed-Hardeman player
who has been hampered most of
the season by injuries.
Boaz and his team have put
a lot of work into this cage season and they deserve our support. The two remaining Junior
Varsity games are on the road
and one is with Arkansas Baptist, so with a little luck we
should be able to end the season
on a winning note .

Next to "The Pit" Drive In
Highway 67 East

BOWL
THE FUN SPOT
IN SEARCY

if

Day or Night
40c per game
15c shoe rental
Approved For Off
Campus Dating
2202 E. RACE

